Multiplatform Production
01 July 2019

Multiplatform Production (MPP) is
BBC Scotland’s in-house production team.
We make content for BBC Scotland TV,
Radio and Digital platforms; BBC ALBA
and BBC Radio nan Gàidheal as well as
music, drama and speech programmes
for network Radio and The Royal
Edinburgh Military Tattoo for BBC One.
Our team works across Music,
Entertainment and Events; Sport;
Speech and Topical; Digital; Gaelic
productions and includes the BBC
Scottish Symphony Orchestra.
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Speech & Topical
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Base

Strand Title

Description

Out of Doors
(Radio Scotland)

Discover the latest outdoor
Fiona Aitken
activities and rural issues across
Scotland with presenters Mark
Stephen and Euan McIlwraith.

Aberdeen

Junior Historians
(Radio Scotland)

The next generation of reporters
get to grips with stories from
their communities

Rhona
Brudenell

Edinburgh

Our Story (Radio
Scotland)

Presenter Mark Stephen hears
the stories and histories of
distinctive communities across
Scotland.

Lynsey Moyes

Edinburgh

Somewhere Only
We Know (Radio
Scotland)

Nicola Meighan discovers new
Debbie McPhail Edinburgh
and sometimes surprising
insights about some of our bestloved household names as they
reveal their strong connection to
a particular place.

Out for the
Weekend (Radio
Scotland)

Contact

Inspiration for our listeners with Emily Esson &
weekend events and activities in Elizbeth Clark
Scotland.
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Base

Aberdeen

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Sunday Mornings
With (Radio
Scotland)

Experience music and
stimulating conversation from
a faith and ethical perspective,
with hosts including Ricky
Ross, Cathy McDonald, Sally
Magnusson and Richard
Holloway.

Ailsa Macintosh Edinburgh

The Afternoon
Show (Radio
Scotland and BBC
Scotland channel)

Janice Forsyth and Grant Stott
tune into the best of Scottish
arts, entertainment and music
every Monday to Thursday and
for three weeks in August, the
programme will TX on the BBC
Scotland channel

Esme Kennedy

The Digital Human Aleks Krotoski explores what it’s
(Radio 4)
like to live in a digital world.

Base

Edinburgh

Peter McManus Edinburgh

The Great
Bathgate Arctic
Adventure (Radio
Scotland)

Ten pupils from Bathgate
Rhona
Academy embark on the
Brudenell and
opportunity of a lifetime as
Esme Kennedy
they become part of an Arctic
Expedition to Greenland led by
The Polar Academy founder Craig
Mathieson.

Edinburgh

Time Travels
(Radio Scotland)

Comedian Susan Morrison
Lynsey Moyes
explores the rich and sometimes
murky depths of Scotland’s past.

Edinburgh
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Witch Hunt (BBC
Scotland podcast)

Lynsey Moyes & Edinburgh
In 1709 in Torryburn, a young
woman lifts up her stool to leave Louise Yeoman
the Kirk. The minister’s been
ranting about witches again,
and 27-year old Helen Key is not
having it… Why wasn’t Helen
terrified? Scots hunted witches
since 1560 - hundreds were
dead. But now - was Scotland’s
love affair with Satan nearly
over? This 6-part podcast series
presents a definitive take on
the Witch Hunt. Susan Morrison
is chief investigator, aided by
witchcraft-historian and sidekick
Louise Yeoman, plus some of our
most magical historians; Ciaran
Jones, Sarah Cullis, Mikki Brock,
Laura Mair and Julian Goodare.

Breaking the News Des Clarke takes a satirical
David Flynn
(Radio Scotland)
swipe at the weekly news stories
in Scotland - and the UK - in this
topical comedy panel show. Each
week he is joined by a mix of the
UK’s top comedians, journalists
and rising stand-up talent.

Glasgow

Classic Scottish
Albums (BBC
Scotland podcast)

The making of classic Scottish
pop and rock albums with
musician Davie Scott

Elizabeth Clark

Glasgow

Mornings With...
(Radio Scotland)

Kaye Adams (Stephen Jardine
on Fridays) gets to the heart of
the stories making the news,
opening up the phone lines for
the people of Scotland to have
their say.

Susie Crumless Glasgow
(Stephen
Hollywood on
Fridays)

Shereen (Radio
Scotland)

Seasoned broadcaster, Shereen
Nanjiani, discusses the week’s
top stories with her panel of
guests.

Matt Ludlow
& Stephen
Hollywood
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Glasgow

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Brainwaves (Radio Pennie Latin studies the science Dan Holland &
Scotland)
behind our everyday lives,
Pennie Latin
featuring discussions with key
scientists working in Scotland.

Inverness

Clever About Cash
(Radio Scotland)

Kim McAllister presents the
ultimate money show for people
who hate talking about money!
Packed with great saving tips
and tricks, this show even takes
the pain out of pensions!

Richard Forbes
& Pennie Latin

Inverness

Grow It! (Radio
Scotland)

The ultimate guide for gardeners. Dan Holland,
Weekly advice on cooking
Gillian Russell
straight from plot to pot.
& Pennie Latin
Combined with a celebration of
the seasons, this is a show for
gardeners at all levels.

Inverness

Our Lives with
Michelle McManus provides
Michelle McManus a snapshot of contemporary
(Radio Scotland)
Scotland with stories from far
and wide; From the poignant
to the pithy, the funny to the
flippant, and the thought
provoking.
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Phil Sime &
Pennie Latin

Inverness

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

alt-delete (Radio 3 When a teenage tech genius has Gaynor
Summerhall)
a racist word shouted at her, she Macfarlane
decides to take direct action.
Topical comedy drama.

Glasgow

Black Water (Radio A gripping and hallucinatory
Gaynor
4 drama)
novella about gender, power and Macfarlane
trust with its origins in American
political history. To mark 50
anniversary of Chappaquiddick.

Glasgow

Faking It (Radio 3
Summerhall)

Comic drama by Owen Whitelaw
exploring the impact of fake
news – both in the past and in
the present.

Bruce Young

Glasgow

House Rules
(Radio 4 drama)

Series 2 of Ben Lewis’s fresh
and funny real-time drama
set around a kitchen table at
the weekly meetings of a 21st
century blended family.

Kirsty Williams

Glasgow

Isaac Newton :
Nemesis (Radio 4
drama)

Isaac Newton turns detective
to battle London’s underworld
and French intrigue - while
masterminding the biggest
overhaul of the currency in the
Royal Mint’s history.

Bruce Young

Glasgow

Gaynor
Macfarlane

Glasgow

Making Peace
(Radio 4 drama)

Set in Achiltibuie in the North
Gaynor
West Highlands, three women
Macfarlane
learn about inheritance, loss and
the importance of making peace
with the past - and with each
other.

Glasgow

Our Sentence
(Radio Scotland
drama)

Lyrical yet tough drama about
a young adult’s experience of
coping with a parent in prison.

Glasgow

Jumping Off (Radio A comedy drama about
Scotland drama)
addiction, friendship and the
hazards and joys of combining
the two.
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Kirsty Williams

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Shrapnel (Radio 4 A war reporter suffering from
drama)
post-traumatic stress disorder
finds that her mind remains
trapped and under siege.

Gaynor
Macfarlane

Glasgow

The Angel From
the Market Street
Car Park (Radio
Scotland drama)

Tender and witty drama about
mental health, guardian angels
and man’s best friend.

Kirsty Williams

Glasgow

The Call of the
Rewild (Radio 4
drama)

A millionaire and a sheep farmer Bruce Young
clash over a radical plan to reintroduce wolves to the Scottish
Highlands.

Glasgow

The Kids’ Table
(Radio Scotland
drama)

Black comedy drama set around Kirsty Williams
the kids’ table at a wedding.

Glasgow

The Lexicon of
Murder (w/t)
(Radio 4 drama)

A gripping drama exploring the
psychological impact of murder
on a victim’s family and on the
killer.

Gaynor
Macfarlane &
Kirsty Williams

Glasgow

The No.1 Ladies’
Detective Agency
(Radio 4 drama)

More from Botswana’s only –
and best – lady detectives.

Eilidh
McCreadie

Glasgow

The Summer
Snows (Radio 4
drama)

Dramatised prose poem about
hill-walking in the Scottish
mountains in the search for
summer snowbeds.

Bruce Young

Glasgow

Why Mummy
Drinks (Radio 4
drama )

Comically-observed diary of a
Kirsty Williams
stressed-out 39 year-old working
mum.
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Glasgow

Digital
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Strand Title

Description

Arts Digital (digital) Arts Digital is the home of
BBC Arts content; covering live
events, TV and radio seasons,
with up-to-date takes on the
latest stories.

Contact

Base

Allan Campbell

Glasgow

Authors Live
(digital)

For nine years, Authors Live
Angela Roberts Glasgow
has introduced Scottish school
children to the very best writers
and stories. The Authors Live
website gives children all over
Scotland the chance to easily
access online classes and twitter
discussions, with writers such as
Michael Morpurgo, Jackie Kay,
David Walliams, Cressida Cowell,
Jacqueline Wilson, and Ade
Edmondson. With over 60 events
archived on demand, there is
no time limit to their learning!
Authors Live is delivered via an
innovative partnership with the
Scottish Book Trust.

BBC The Social
(digital)

BBC The Social is an awardAnthony Browne Glasgow
winning digital team, which
reaches millions of viewers each
week with its comedy, music,
gaming, videos, and discussions
on topical issues.
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Bitesize (digital)

Bitesize is a BBC pioneer in
Derek Farrell
the world of online education.
It provides support for Scottish
learners. Bitesize has it covered
through online guides, quizzes
and educational videos. And
Bitesize isn’t just for exams,
with new guides on the way
for learners starting out at
Secondary. And there is brand
new content to help with primary
literacy, numeracy and science,
available in both English and
Gaelic. So whether you are
revising, doing homework, or just
keen to find out more, Bitesize
has it covered.

Glasgow

Loop (BBC
Scotland channel
and digital)

On television and digital
platforms, Loop tells inspiring
stories of creativity from across
the vibrant arts scene in
Scotland.

Glasgow
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Anthony
Browne, Susie
Sandilands,
Danny Rawling
& Dawn Elrick

Base

Strand Title

Description

Contact

School Radio
(digital)

Angela Roberts, Glasgow
Since 1924, School Radio has
consistently provided children
Anne McNaught
with educational programmes to
listen to in class; championing
listening as a brilliant way to
learn. Fulfilling the need for
engaging audio - with shows
such as Dream Job and Sonic
Snackbox, and Once Upon a
Time in Zombieville - School
Radio is proving listening skills to
be as important as reading skills
in education. With innovative
content available in new places
and new ways, School Radio is
now available as guides in BBC
Bitesize, as podcasts in BBC
Sounds and as clips in BBC
Teach on-demand.

The Collective
(BBC Scotland
channel)

Late-night discussion on the
burning issues of the day
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Anthony
Browne,
Myles Bonnar

Base

Glasgow

Strand Title

Description

Contact

The LAB (digital)

The LAB provides children with
a collaborative and creative
space for learning. Working with
The LAB, young people across
the nation get the chance to
create films, animations, stories
and reports, using a wide
variety of tools, technologies
and techniques. These unique
creations are published on
the BBC website, providing a
legacy of education, stories and
Scotland, to be enjoyed by all.

Angela Roberts Glasgow

Tune (BBC
Scotland channel
and digital)

On television and digital
platforms, Tune takes you to
some of the biggest gigs and
club nights happening across
Scotland.

Anthony
Browne, Danny
Rawling, Lori
Duncan & Ally
McCrae
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Base

Glasgow

Sport
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

BBC Sports
Using our social platforms to
Scotland on Social extend the reach of our sport
(digital)
content.

Thomas
McGuigan

Glasgow

bbc.co.uk/
sportscotland
(digital)

Richard Wilson

Glasgow

Up to the minute with news,
live streaming of big games
and comment, analysis and
highlights across the breadth of
Scottish sport.

Championship
Friday night live football from
Eamonn
Live (BBC Scotland the Scottish Championship with Donohoe
channel)
Steven Thompson and Leanne
Crichton. Covering every team in
the Championship and some half
time features to reflect the world
of Scottish football

Glasgow

Jocky Wilson Said
(BBC1 Scotland)

Glasgow

Following his humble upbringing, Liam McArdle
& Martin
his onwards rise to national
treasure and sad descent, ‘Jocky Conaghan
Wilson Said’ features exclusive
interviews with his friends and
darts contemporaries such
as Bobby George, John Lowe
and Phil Taylor - this is the
complicated, bitter-sweet story
of a Scottish folk hero, Jocky
Wilson.
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Off the Ball (Radio Stuart Cosgrove and Tam Cowan Stevie Miller
Scotland)
present an irreverent look at
Scottish football and wider
Scottish life. Accompanied
by studio guests and regular
features, Off The Ball provides
comedic discussions on football,
with shows such as Team of
the Week and The Terracing
Teaser. There are two shows
every Saturday with a playful
music focus in both; Team of
The Day provides a song for
every morning show and themed
music is played throughout the
afternoons. The tongue-in-cheek
tone of the show allows for great
audience interaction (via Twitter,
text and email).

Glasgow

Paul Bradley
Rugby Sportsound Rugby Sportsound provides
(Radio Scotland)
listeners with regular coverage
of Scotland’s two professional
rugby teams; Glasgow Warriors
and Edinburgh. Presenter
Geoff Webster guides listeners
through the Pro14 and
European competitions with
his commentary, as well as the
Scottish international team in the
Six Nations, Autumn Tests and
World Cup. Online, listeners have
the chance to join discussions
through live texts on matches,
Facebook lives and responses
from listeners, via Twitter.

Glasgow

Scotland
international
highlights (BBC1
Scotland and BBC
Scotland channel)

Glasgow

Following the men’s national
Simon Vincent
team as they look to qualify
for the Euro 2020 Finals with
highlights of the matches
against Belgium, Russia, Cyprus,
Kazakstan and San Marino.
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Scotland’s
Heroes: The Road
to France (BBC
Scotland channel,
BBC1 Scotland
and BBC2)

Documentary explaining
Marion MacNeil Glasgow
everything you need to know
about the Scotland team and
their chances ahead of the World
Cup. The film pieces together the
players’ humble beginnings and
how they came to be part of the
footballing elite. Featuring Kim
Little, Erin Cuthbert and Shelley
Kerr, the documentary gets to
the heart of who the team are
and what makes the squad tick.

Scottish Cup Live
(BBC1 Scotland
and BBC Scotland
channel)

From the first Round to the
final, follow the journey of the
Scottish cup with 11 live games
culminating at Hampden Park in
May.
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Eamonn
Donohoe

Base

Glasgow

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Sportscene
Highlights (BBC
Scotland channel)

Sportscene showcases the
Simon Vincent
best of the weekend’s Scottish
Premiership action. Presenter
Jonathan Sutherland is joined
by Michael Stewart and Steven
Thompson, as they react to the
biggest talking points from the
matches. The show endeavours
to set its own agendas through a
mix of strong editorial discourse,
investigative match analysis and
light-hearted studio interaction.
Sportscene Highlights reflects
the tone and mood of the
Scottish football fan.

Glasgow

Sportscene
Results (BBC1
Scotland)

As the only Scotland-based
football results programme on
television, Sportscene Results
aims to give fast, accurate
updates on the Scottish
Premiership and Scottish
Championship matches.
Through a fun, lively and wellinformed style, the show tackles
wider football news, issues,
previews and reviews. Recently,
it has increased focused on
live coverage, capitalising on
the studio team watching and
reacting to incoming match
feeds.

Simon Vincent

Glasgow
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Base

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Claire Kelly
Sportsound (Radio On Saturdays Richard Gordon
Scotland)
presents unrivalled live coverage
of Scottish football, providing
match commentary, interviews,
analysis and debate with the
country’s leading pundits.
Alongside a mixture of live
reporting, humour and insight,
the trademark Open All Mics
format provides real-time
coverage of matches in all four
Scottish divisions. The good,
the bad, the bizarre and the
sometimes bewildering world of
Scottish football is laid bare. Big
name guests discuss football
news every week night. Listener
interaction adds an exciting level
to the show, with big football
names taking tweets and texts
from their audience.
Sunday
Sportsound: nonfootball (Radio
Scotland)

Sunday Sportsound is a platform Paul Bradley
for non-football debate and
sports interviews. Presenter
Geoff Webster leads discussions
on rugby, golf and tennis, with
regular features on badminton,
basketball, ice hockey, cricket
and horse racing. The show
includes live events coverage
such as surfing or insane
championship wrestling! With
a studio full of competitors,
coaches, journalists, and BBC
correspondents from around
the world, the content often
generates online news or
audience reactions, via text and
Twitter.
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Base
Glasgow

Glasgow

Music,
Entertainment
& Events
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Take the Floor
(Radio Scotland)

Gary Innes presents the very
best in Scottish dance music,
with sessions, interviews and
songs from the archive.

Sharon
Mair, Helen
Needham
& Jennifer
Cruickshank

Aberdeen

Travelling Folk
(Radio Scotland)

Bruce MacGregor presents Radio
Scotland’s flagship folk music
programme, bringing audiences
the very best of today.

Sharon
Mair, Helen
Needham
& Jennifer
Cruickshank

Aberdeen

Another Country
(Radio Scotland)

Ricky Ross enters the musical
landscape of American and
alternative country. Featuring
new and classic tracks, Ricky
takes a closer look at the stories
behind the songs.

Sharon Mair,
Barbara
Wallace
& Richard
Murdoch

Glasgow

Beginning (BBC
Scotland channel)

A cinematic spectacle with
Gillian McNeil
Chvrches and the BBC Scottish
Symphony Orchestra celebrating
modern Scotland and the
launch of the new BBC Scotland
channel.
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Glasgow

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Breaking The News Hosted by comedian Des Clarke, David Flynn &
(BBC Scotland
Breaking The News dissects the David Staite
channel)
week’s biggest news stories. A
panel show that tests the wit
and wisdom of the UK’s top
comedians, opinion formers and
rising stand-up talent.

Glasgow

Bridge & Allen
Together At Last
(iPlayer)

Glasgow

This Music mockumentary
David Staite
follows the return of fictional
music legends Bridge & Allen.
Featuring guest stars KT Tunstall,
The Proclaimers, and Mel C from
The Spice Girls as part of their
hilarious comeback.

Celtic Connections Coverage of the world’s biggest
(BBC1 Scotland)
winter music festival; Celtic
Connections (Glasgow Life).
With the festival changing year
on year, the coverage remains
fresh and new. January 2019’s
festival was recorded at the BBC
Music HUB at Cottiers Theatre
in Glasgow’s west-end, featuring
many BBC Scotland loved radio
strands.
Children in Need
(BBC1 Scotland
and BBC Scotland
channel)

Donald
MacInnes
& Graham
Mitchell

The annual broadcast of the
Graham
Children in Need main event
Mitchell
includes various elements; from
a fun UK wide “sing along” with
the CiN choir, exciting 3 x 4
minute live opts featuring project
VTs, and highlights coverage.
A local highlights programme
broadcasts the same weekend.

Classics
Jamie MacDougall channels
Unwrapped (Radio his warmth, and sense of fun
Scotland)
to open up the rich world of
Classical music. Using his
knowledge to cover featured
sessions, interviews and news
updates from the Scottish
classical music scene.
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Sharon Mair,
Lindsay Pell &
Laura Metcalfe

Glasgow

Glasgow

Glasgow

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Des Doesn’t Do
(BBC Scotland
channel)

Scotland’s favourite have-ago-hero, Des Clarke, breaks
the habit of a lifetime in every
single episode, as he takes on
a different aspect of life’s rich
tapestry that he just hasn’t tried
before.

Stephanie
McWhinnie &
David Staite

Glasgow

Emeli Sandé’s
Street Symphony
(BBC Scotland
channel)

Multi-award winning artist Emeli Jenny MacLeod Glasgow
Sandé MBE, takes audiences on & David Staite
a discovery of Scotland’s musical
heart, meeting the fascinating
people who keep Scotland’s
busking scene buzzing and
culminating in a spectacular
concert with the Scottish
Symphony Orchestra

Five Wishes (BBC1 For Scottish Ballet’s anniversary Pauline Law
Scotland)
year, the organisation’s is going & Laura Jane
to pull out all the stops to make MacRae
five amazing wishes come true.
It will be epic, it will be heartstopping and it will be emotional.
And BBC Scotland will be there
to tell the story.

Glasgow

Get It On (Radio
Scotland)

Glasgow

In this early-evening music show, Sharon Mair
Bryan Burnett presents essential & Barbara
music and playlists, as chosen by Wallace
BBC Radio Scotland listeners.
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Hogmanay Live
(BBC1 Scotland
and BBC Scotland
channel)

Major BBC Scotland production,
achieving 60-75% audience
share, Av 1.2 m. Multi location
OB featuring live event and
music coverage, on BBC One
Scotland and UK wide on Red
Button. Previous locations
include live music from Old
Fruitmarket in Glasgow, also
broadcasting from Edinburgh
Castle, The Royal Mile,
Edinburgh’s Ross Bandstand
and live helicopter of capital’s
fireworks. Programme changes
year on year, occasionally
includes other locations such
as Inverness, Stirling Castle and
Stonehaven each of which have
own Hogmanay celebrations.

Jazz Nights (Radio Seonaid Aitken presents the
Sharon Mair &
Scotland)
best of jazz nationally and
Lindsay Pell
internationally, including monthly
concerts, artist profiles and jazz
from the sub-genres.
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Base
Glasgow

Glasgow

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Making Babies
(BBC Scotland
channel)

Once, starting a family came hot Graham Russell Glasgow
on the heels of turning 20 – but & Laura Jane
MacRae
no longer. The average age of
a new parent is now over 30.
And for many, this delay has a
sting in the tail, as making a
baby isn’t as easy as we think.
Statistics show that Unexplained
Infertility, where parents have
no obvious issues, is on the rise.
This documentary will reveal the
reality for those at the hard-end
of infertility – desperate for a
family, but without answers as to
why that dream is denied them.

Pipeline (Radio
Scotland)

Gary West celebrates the
heritage and living tradition
of Scotland’s piping world.
Reflecting international artists,
he brings together stories,
sessions and news from the
piping community.

Sharon Mair,
Lindsay Pell &
Iain MacInnes

Glasgow

Proms in the Park
(BBC Scotland
channel)

In coordination with Last Night
of the Proms from the Royal
Albert Hall, BBC Scotland
bring audiences the annual
live concert from BBC Scottish
Symphony Orchestra, featuring
guest performers. This will be the
first year coverage broadcasts
on the new BBC Scotland
channel (previously shown on
BBC Two Scotland) and Radio
Scotland. Further coverage such
as Highlights, Link Up and Last
Night shows will be available on
BBC Two and the Red Button on
the night, with Highlights later
featuring on BBC Four and BBC
Scotland Christmas special’s
across TV and Radio.

Stephanie
McWhinnie
& Graham
Mitchell

Glasgow
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Rewind (BBC
Scotland channel)

Rewind digs in to the BBC
archives to look back at news
stories and music making the
headlines in the 1990s.

Martin
Conaghan,
Emma Bond,
Laura Jane
Chalmers,
& Graham
Mitchell

Glasgow

Royal Edinburgh
Military Tattoo
(BBC1)

The famous Royal Edinburgh
Military Tattoo is broadcast over
a visually stunnng 60-minute
show, to audiences across
network, local TX and BBC Alba.

John Smith
& Graham
Mitchell

Glasgow

Susan Calman’s
Fringe Benefits
(BBC Scotland
channel and BBC
Four)

Susan Calman gives audiences
the chance to join hundreds
of thousands of tourists in
observing the weird and
wonderful entertainment of
the Edinburgh Fringe Festival
- avoiding the crowds, from
the comfort of their homes.
This year Susan Calman will
be concentrating on the very
best that the fringe has to
offer, injecting a healthy dose
of glamour into coverage of
Scotland’s biggest festival.

Nick Gunaydin, Glasgow
Gillian McNeil &
David Staite
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Strand Title

Description

The Quay Sessions Roddy Hart brings audiences
with Roddy Hart
closer to music with live
(Radio Scotland)
performances from across the
musical landscape, recorded in
front of an audience at Radio
Scotland’s Pacific Quay stage.

Contact

Base

Sharon Mair,
Glasgow
Barbara
Wallace &
Mandi Freeman

TRNSMT 2019
(BBC Scotland
channel and BBC
ALBA)

Edith Bowman presents coverage Gillian McNeil
of Glasgow based music festival & Graham
TRNSMT, featuring some live
Mitchell
performances from headline acts
across the weekend. Additional
output includes highlights
shows, online content across
BBC iplayer, social media and
YouTube, as well as Radio
Scotland and Radio 1 output.

Glasgow

Vic Galloway
(Radio Scotland)

Vic Galloway showcases a variety
of music to BBC Radio Scotland
listeners, from new songs,
classic tracks, reviews, and
vinyl, to MP3s and everything in
between!

Sharon Mair,
Barbara
Wallace &
Lindsay Gillies

Glasgow

World Pipe Band
Championships
(BBC1 Scotland)

Coverage of the World Pipe
Band Championships. A one-off
60-minute programme of the
military musical display.
29

Nick Gunaydin
& Graham
Mitchell

Glasgow

Gaelic

30
30

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Alleluia! (BBC
ALBA)

Iain MacKinnon presents a mix
of hymns, psalms, faith stories
and readings.

Rebecca
MacLennan

Glasgow

Beag air Bheag
(BBC Radio nan
Gàidheal)

BBC Radio nan Gàidheal’s
successful brand for Gaelic
learners presented by John
Urquhart. 26 hour-long
programmes which comprise a
variety of elements, including;
grammar corner, excerpts from
archive radio programmes
offering examples of daily
language usage, colloquialisms
and dialectal variations, and a
featured learner of the week.

Fiona
MacKenzie

Glasgow

Cèilidh na Bliadhn’
Ùire (Hogmanay)
(BBC ALBA and
BBC Radio nan
Gàidheal)

Live Hogmanay show.
Simultaneous broadcast on
BBC ALBA and BBC Radio nan
Gàidheal. We open our doors
to an array of stunning Gaelic
singers and musicians providing
ceilidh craic and a sensational
playlist to take you through the
bells and into the new year!

Donna
Murchison

Glasgow
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Children’s Content Over 80 hours of content to be
Una Macdonald Glasgow
Year 2 (BBC ALBA) delivered. A team of talented
& Sarah
Gaelic-speaking presenters
Mackinnon
provide daily children’s content
for BBC ALBA. Broadcast from
a specially designed and ageappropriate studio in Glasgow,
the daily output is branded as
CBeebies ALBA for children aged
3-6 and CBBC ALBA for children
aged 7-11.
Dhan Uisge (Wild
Swimming) (BBC
ALBA)

Calum MacLean explores his
Alasdair
passion for wild swimming in
Maclean
remote,un-spoilt lochs and rivers
throughout Scotland, in the third
series of this Gaelic show.

Glasgow

Eòrpa (BBC ALBA)

Gaelic current affairs flagship
Rebecca
series reporting on political,
MacLennan
social and cultural issues across
Europe.

Glasgow

Feasgar (Radio
nan Gàidheal)

Cathy MacDonald presents
debate, music and
entertainment over this lunch
time slot.

Glasgow
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Fiona
MacLennan

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

In Sight of Home:
The Iolaire (BBC1
Scotland and
BBC4)

Documentary providing a moving Kath Pick
account of the HMY Iolaire,
which tragically sank on New
Year’s Day 1919 and is arguably
the greatest tragedy to befall the
west coast of Scotland.

Glasgow

Leugh Mi (Book
Show) (BBC ALBA)

Anna MacLeod’s literary series
Donna
returns, as she invites 2 guests Murchison
to reveal their favourite books on
each show.

Glasgow

NA Worlds 2019
(BBC ALBA)

Gaelic broadcaster and piper
Donald
Catriona MacNeil presents
Macleod
extensive coverage and reversion
of the Grade 1 World Pipe Band
Championships.
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Glasgow

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Peataichean (Pets) A fun, factual and song-filled
(BBC ALBA)
show for kids, where young
children enthuse about their
favourite pets. Each programme
focuses on one pet.

Donna
Murchison

Glasgow

Tatù (Tattoo 2019) Gaelic speaking Tattoo
(BBC ALBA)
enthusiast Bill Innes narrates a
reversion of the BBC Scotland
coverage from this year’s Royal
Edinburgh Military Tattoo

John Smith

Glasgow

TRNSMT (BBC
ALBA)

Graham
Glasgow
Mitchell /
Gillian McNeil /
Colin MacLeod

Coverage of popular acts and
leading performances from the
Glasgow based TRNSMT festival
- split over 2 X 60 minute live
shows on BBC ALBA. 2 x 120m
compilation shows also to be
produced and broadcast later in
July.
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Rogha is Tagha
(Radio nan
Gàidheal)

Anne Sinclair presents Radio
nan Gàidheal’s Pick of the
Week. Every Friday lunchtime,
Anne offers listeners highlights
from the week’s programmes
on Radio nan Gàidheal and
BBC ALBA, with pointers to the
content on BBC Sounds and
iPlayer.

Una MacDonald Glasgow /
Stornoway

A’ Mire ri Mòir
(Radio nan
Gàidheal)

Morag MacDonald takes
John Murray
audiences on a daily discovery
of traditional Gaelic music and
lively opinion on the topics
that drive social conversations!
Occasionally, she lives in
Singapore and broadcasts from
there two days a week when she
is abroad.

Inverness

Caithream Ciùil
(Celtic Music)
(Radio nan
Gàidheal)

Gaelic and Celtic music each
weekday afternoon with a list of
what’s on!

Inverness
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John Murray

Base

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Crunluath (Radio
nan Gàidheal)

A weekly pipe music show
presented by young piper
Catriona MacNeil. Showcasing
solo pipers, groups or Pipe
Bands.

John Murray

Inverness

Fàilt’ air an
Dùthaich (Radio
nan Gàidheal)

A weekly Country and Americana John Murray
music show with a mix of new
releases and classic songs.

Inverness

Gleus (Radio nan
Gàidheal)

Classical music strand presented John Murray
by inverness based Producer,
John Murray. 26 programmes
throughout the year.

Inverness

Tiompan (Radio
nan Gàidheal)

An hour long journey in to the
Celtic and World music strand,
broadcast every Friday.

Inverness
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John Murray

Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Leugh an Leabhar
(Radio nan
Gàidheal)

Mark Wringe presents this
monthly book review show,
where a wide range of
readers give their views on
newly published books. The
programme also covers a range
of literary topics.

Gilleasbuig
Macdonald

Skye /
Stornoway

Aileag (Radio nan
Gàidheal)

Aimed at children aged 5-12,
this weekly programme includes
music, information and fun!
The team visits primary schools
throughout the country to hear
the thoughts of Gaelic speaking
youngsters.

Marie
Matheson

Stornoway

Bitesize (Digital)

Gaelic versions of Bitesize
Janet MacIver
Primary History commissions Castles, Wars of Independence
and The Victorians. Also updating
the content for Higher Gaelic and
Gàidhlig.

Stornoway

Coinneach
MacÍomhair:
Kenny MacIver
(Radio nan
Gàidheal)

Kenny MacIver presents this
Floraidh
topical morning discussion show, MacLean
considering local, national and
international topics of the day.

Stornoway

Dèanamaid
Adhradh/
Dèanamaid
Adhradh Tasglann
(Radio nan
Gàidheal)

Weekly Sunday worship services Angela
alternating between the main
Mackinnon
denominations with new and
archive services each week.

Stornoway
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Base

Mòd 2019 (BBC
ALBA and Radio
nan Gàidheal)

Broadcasting live from the
Glasgow Royal Concert Hall, BBC
Gaelic will transmit the leading
competitions from the premier
Gaelic language cultural festival.
Winners from the Children’s
Mod, the solo singing and also
the choral competitions will be
featured. Over 18 hours will be
simultaneously broadcast on
BBC ALBA and BBC Radio nan
Gàidheal.

Donald
MacLeod
/ Angela
MacKinnon

Stornoway

Prògraman
Aithriseach (Radio
nan Gàidheal)

A weekday range of programmes Annella
covering a wide variety of topics Macleod
including contemporary, literary,
historical, entertainment and
health and wellbeing.

Stornoway

Rapal (Radio nan
Gàidheal)

Emma Lamont showcases new
music and sounds live from
Stornoway. Featuring some of
the best new music in Scotland!

Stornoway

Janice Ann
Anderson

Siubhal gu Seachd Drivetime music show presented John J
le Pluto (Radio nan by Derek “Pluto” Murray
MacIsaac
Gàidheal)
with timeless popular songs,
entertainment and news
updates.
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Stornoway

BBC Scottish
Symphony
Orchestra
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Strand Title

Description

Contact

Edinburgh
International
Festival: Peer
Gynt & Glorious
Percussion
(performance)

The BBC SSO’s Chief Conductor
Thomas Dausgaard explores
Grieg’s exuberant music
and Glorious Percussion,
an astonishing concerto by
composer Sofia Gubaidulina.

Dominic Parker Edinburgh

BBC Proms Japan
(performance)

The SSO, under chief conductor Dominic Parker Japan
Thomas Dausgaard, will perform
during the six-day festival, from
30 October to 4 November, in
Tokyo and Osaka.

Tectonics Festival
(performance)

An explosion of experimental
Dominic Parker Glasgow
new music, which sees musical
disciplines from Scotland and
across the globe collide and
collaborate. Highlights at this
year’s festival included: four
performances from criticallyacclaimed harpsichord player
Mahan Esfahani, and Joey Baron
and Robyn Schulkowsky joining
the BBC Scottish Symphony
Orchestra to perform a World
Premiere by Christian Wolff

Ten Pieces
(performance)

BBC Ten Pieces helps classroom Dominic Parker Scotland wide
teachers and ensemble leaders
open up the world of classical
music to 7-14 year olds. Explore
our exciting films, lesson plans,
instrumental arrangements &
live events!
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Base

